Grades are given on a 7 point scale based on the total percentage of mark (CE + ESE)

Language Courses: Additional Language - LATIN

First Semester B.A/B.Sc. Examination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LTIIII.1</th>
<th>Language Course</th>
<th>Communication Skills in Latin</th>
<th>3 Credits</th>
<th>4 hrs./week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Additional Language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aim: The aim of the course is to develop communication skills and to bring forth the efficiency of the students.

Objectives:
1. To familiarise the students with a European classical language
2. To familiarise the students with the sounds of Latin and their symbols
3. To familiarise the students with Latin phrases and expressions in everyday use.
4. To familiarise the students with Latin for basic communication and functions in everyday situations
5. To familiarise the students with the basics of expanding common Latin abbreviations or terms in English
6. To familiarise students with the basics of writing simple direct sentences and short compositions

Course Outline: 4 Modules:

Module 1. Basic skills of language communication Pronunciation, Word, Vocabulary, Sentence, Grammar, Lexical items, using dictionary, acrostics, discourse models – Oral and Written

Module 2. Association skills of language communication: Expansion of abbreviations, terms and expressions in Latin, Latin expressions in everyday communication, Greeting strategies and salutations


Module 4. Training in Creative Writing and analysing skills: Sentence analysis and Transformation Developing a theme using familiar vocabulary, English Vocabulary building using Latin Words and derivations

Syllabus:

1. Latin Grammar Van Bogart S.J.
2. Lingua Latina Facilis Facta
   - expansion of abbreviations, terms and expressions in Latin
   - Latin expressions in everyday communication Greeting strategies and salutations